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Previous research has shown that infants can learn from social cues. But is a social
cue more effective at directing learning than a non-social cue? This study investigated
whether 9-month-old infants (N = 55) could learn a visual statistical regularity in the
presence of a distracting visual sequence when attention was directed by either a social
cue (a person) or a non-social cue (a rectangle). The results show that both social and
non-social cues can guide infants’ attention to a visual shape sequence (and away from
a distracting sequence). The social cue more effectively directed attention than the non-
social cue during the familiarization phase, but the social cue did not result in significantly
stronger learning than the non-social cue. The findings suggest that domain general
attention mechanisms allow for the comparable learning seen in both conditions.

Keywords: statistical learning, gaze following, non-social cues, infancy, eye tracking

Introduction

The natural environment presents infants with multiple streams of information concurrently. They
encounter many objects, some moving, some stationary; they hear sounds, some linguistic, some
non-linguistic; they see people, some interacting with them, others in the background. Adults regu-
larly direct infants’ attention toward the most important information in the environment by using
social cues, including eye gaze and speech. A cue does not need to be social to capture an infant’s
attention, however. Non-social cues, such as directional movement, can cause infants to shift atten-
tion (e.g., Wronski and Daum, 2014). The current study investigated how social and non-social
cues affect learning of a visual statistical regularity.

An infant’s surroundings contain statistical regularities that learners can use to detect structure
in a busy environment. For example, infants can detect regularities and co-occurrences in visual
shape sequences and scenes (Fiser and Aslin, 2002; Kirkham et al., 2002, 2007). Detecting visual
statistical regularities has even been documented in newborns (Bulf et al., 2011). Further, infants
have been shown to detect co-occurrences and use them to predict object behavior. In one study,
Wu et al. (2011; Experiment 1) exposed 9-month-old infants to sequences of three-shape clus-
ters in which two pieces always co-occurred and one piece constantly changed (see Figure 1).
They found that infants could keep track of which pieces co-occurred. The infants showed a
preference for scenarios in which the co-occurring pieces split apart from each other rather
than scenarios in which the co-occurring pieces remained together. Detecting co-occurrences
is important for learning about object individuation. For example, a teacup may be seen in
multiple situations: with a spoon inside of it, containing a straw, sitting on a saucer, etc. An
infant’s ability to recognize that the body of the cup and the handle are always present together,
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FIGURE 1 | Example Sequence. There were three patterns: A, B, and C.
Pattern A is shown here. For a more detailed figure, see Wu et al. (2011).
Shapes were shown sequentially during familiarization trials. Shapes were
shown simultaneously during test trials. The split on the left is consistent with
Sequence 1 but inconsistent with Sequence 2. The split on the right is
inconsistent with Sequence 1 but consistent with Sequence 2. All stimuli were
in full color against a black background.

but that a spoon, straw, or saucer only appear along with these
pieces occasionally will allow for them to make predictions about
the behavior of the object. If the cup is knocked over, the handle
and body will likely remain intact but the spoon may move
away.

Detecting statistical regularities in the environment is one
way in which infants can focus their attention toward potentially
relevant information among streams of irrelevant information.
A conundrum can arise, however, when more than one stream
of information appears to be relevant based on statistical regu-
larities. Infants must then rely on additional cues to guide their
attention.

Social Cues: Learning from Gaze Following
There is a vast literature regarding the influence of ostensive cues
(e.g., gaze cues, pointing, gesturing) on infants’ attention and
learning (see Carpenter et al., 1998 for an overview of how infants
use social cues). By the end of their first year, infants often attend
to hands (Yu and Smith, 2013), and are able to reliably follow
another’s pointing gesture (Morissette et al., 1995; Deák et al.,
2000). During their second year, infants are able to use both gaze
and gesture cues to attach labels to objects (Hollich et al., 2000).
Eye gaze is a particularly interesting social cue because infants
attend to faces, in general, and eyes, specifically, in their first
days (Johnson et al., 1991; Farroni et al., 2002). Although there
are a variety of social cues available to infants while learning,
the current study focuses on gaze following—an early emerging
ability.

Even in their first days, infants are sensitive to social infor-
mation in the environment. Their use of social cues becomes
more sophisticated over the first 2 years of life such that social
cues can be used to direct learning. Infants can detect eyes from
birth and prefer to look at pictures of direct gaze over averted
gaze (Farroni et al., 2002). Newborns can even use directional
eye movement of a schematic face to locate peripheral targets
(Farroni et al., 2004). This ability to follow directional motion

may be the basic building block that allows for infants to learn
how to learn from complex and highly salient cues like people. By
reflexively orienting attention in the direction of motion, infants
have the potential to locate the object of another’s attention (see
Triesch et al., 2006; Jasso et al., 2012 for more on how basic atten-
tional mechanisms may allow infants to develop the ability to
follow gaze). Faces themselves, however, are highly salient. At
3 months of age, infants are more likely to locate a peripheral
target cued by eye gaze if the face disappears from the screen after
cueing (Hood et al., 1998), indicating that faces are so compelling
as to distract infants from the intended target. By 8months of age,
infants are quite skilled at using gaze cues while the face remains
on the screen (Wu and Kirkham, 2010). An important difference
between a 3-month-old and 8-month-old infant is the amount of
exposure they have had to adults directing their attention. It is,
therefore, possible that during the first year of life, infants effec-
tively discover how to learn from faces because of their tendency
to respond to directional motion coupled with their experience
with faces (see Moore and Corkum, 1994; Triesch et al., 2006;
Jasso et al., 2012 for more on how positive reinforecement allows
for more sophisticated gaze following to devleop).

By 4 months, neural (event related potential) and behavioral
evidence suggests infants use the gaze direction of a social part-
ner to guide attentional resources toward relevant objects (Reid
et al., 2004; Reid and Striano, 2005). During the second year of
life, infants respond to the joint attention bid of an adult when
determining the referent of a label in the presence of two possible
referents (Moore et al., 1999; Houston-Price et al., 2006). These
studies suggest that infants use adults’ joint attention bids to
guide their own attention and learning of surface characteristics
and labels.

Infants have more to learn, however, than labels and surface
characteristics. Theymust also attend to and learn many complex
visual events in their first year of life, such as visual feature
co-occurrences for object individuation and binding sights and
sounds to form a complete representation of events. Eight-
month-old infants can use a directional head turn to associate
a sound with a specific spatial location (Wu and Kirkham,
2010; Experiment 1). Nine-month-old infants take advantage of
social cues to direct their learning toward relevant patterns in
the presence of irrelevant distracting patterns (Wu et al., 2011;
Experiment 4). These studies all indicate that social cues have the
ability to direct attention and help infants select the appropriate
information to learn.

Learning from Non-Human or Non-Social
Cues
Although much research has investigated how following a social
cue allows infants to gather and use information early in life,
we know little about how social and non-social cues differen-
tially guide learning. By the end of their first year, infants have
had a lot of experience with faces guiding attention and learn-
ing. Infants are unlikely to have had such extensive experience
with non-social cues guiding learning; objects in the environment
have likely attracted much attention but not often directed atten-
tion explicitly. The novelty of relying on a non-social directing
cue could make learning in this context more difficult.
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Studies examining the use of non-social cues have produced
mixed evidence regarding their effectiveness. Two different stud-
ies found that non-human objects can direct infants’ attention
when they possess the biologically relevant characteristics of
having a face or responding contingently to the infant’s own
behavior but not when both of these characteristics are absent
(Johnson et al., 1998; Deligianni et al., 2011). Although possessing
a face and responding contingently to infants’ behavior appear to
be sufficient for directing attention, these characteristics do not
appear to be sufficient for promoting word learning (O’Connell
et al., 2009). O’Connell et al. (2009) compared the effectiveness
of a robot and a human on gaze following and label learning
in 18-month-old infants. Both the robot and human teacher
effectively directed infants’ attention to the target objects, but
infants only succeeded in learning the label when taught by a
human.

Exogenous, peripheral cues can also direct attention. Salient
peripheral cues, such as flashing lights, can attract the attention
of infants (Colombo, 2001). Wu and Kirkham (2010) compared
the effectiveness of a central, social cue (an adult turning toward
one location), and a peripheral, non-social cue (flashing squares
around one location) for directing infants’ attention to one of two
identical audiovisual events. While both cues effectively directed
more attention to the cued event than the un-cued event, infants
only displayed learning of the event marked by the social cue.
They did not seem to learn the event marked by the non-social
cue. Therefore, the authors concluded that central, social cues
produce a greater depth of learning than peripheral, non-social
cues. The authors acknowledge, however, that the cues used
in their study differed fundamentally in multiple ways (central
and endogenous vs. peripheral and exogenous). Thus, it could
not be concluded what aspect of the social cue enhanced learn-
ing.

Wahl et al. (2012) used only central cues and compared how
social (adult head turn) and non-social (a car turn) cues differ-
entially affect encoding of surface characteristics of objects. The
cues were comparable in motion and placement of salient char-
acteristics (two eyes above a mouth and two headlights above a
fender). Infants watched the central cue turn toward one of two
novel objects. At test, four-month-old infants showed a novelty
preference in the social condition. The infants exhibited no signif-
icant looking preference with the non-social car cue, indicating
that they encoded the cued object more deeply with the presence
of the face than with the presence of the car.

The research reviewed has indicated that non-human cues that
possess human-like characteristics are able to direct attention,
but it is still unclear if attention can be directed by non-social
cues without human-like characteristics during the first year. The
central, non-social, or non-human cues used in previous studies
(i.e., cars and robots) may have been too perceptually interesting
to allow for sufficient “gaze” following and learning. Because a
highly salient face distracts attention in infants with little expe-
rience with such cues (Hood et al., 1998), it is possible that a
similar phenomenon occurs with unfamiliar, salient non-human
cues. That is, an infant may still have a tendency to shift attention
in response to the directional motion of a non-social cue, but the
saliency of the non-social cues used in previous studies may have

prevented infants from using the theorized basic building block
of responding to directional motion to effectively utilize the cue
to direct attention and learning. Therefore, the previous studies
may not provide an ideal comparison as to how infants learn from
social and non-social cues.

A less interesting, non-social directing cue may be able
to effectively direct attention and allow for deep processing.
A simple cue, such as an arrow, may allow for this. Varga Jakobsen
et al. (2013) investigated the use of arrow cues during infancy
and found that while infants are limited in their ability to orient
their attention using arrows, perceptual weight more strongly
cues attention than the direction of an arrow. That is, infants
orient their attention in the direction of a perceptually heavy,
non-directional “arrowhead” (a square) better than they orient
to a directional arrowhead. Varga Jakobsen et al. (2013) used
static cues, however, and motion likely attracts more attention
than static cues during infancy (Colombo, 2001). Therefore, a
dynamic arrow moving toward an object should more consis-
tently direct attention in the appropriate direction. A dynamic
arrow could potentially eliminate the distraction introduced by
complex, non-social cues. By removing the complex charac-
teristics (e.g., the headlights and fender of a car) of the cue
but retaining the theorized basic building block (i.e., direc-
tional motion), we can begin to determine if this is in fact the
basic building block that allows for infants to follow another’s
gaze.

The Current Study
The current study investigates how 9-month-old infants use
social and non-social cues to orient their attention and learning.
We chose to test 9-month-olds because infants this age reliably
respond to and use gaze cues (e.g.,Senju et al., 2006; Striano et al.,
2006; Gredebäck et al., 2008).

This study has two motivating questions. First, can a percep-
tually uninteresting, non-social, central cue successfully direct
attention during the first year? Second, can this type of non-social
cue promote learning as effectively as a social cue? It has been
theorized that social cues are privileged and therefore more effec-
tive for learning (Wu and Kirkham, 2010;Wahl et al., 2012). But a
cue may just need to possess certain properties such as familiarity,
simplicity, or motion, to enable learning.

We used a perceptually uninteresting (i.e., consisting of no
visual pattern or human-like features) solid yellow rectangle (see
Figure 2) as our non-social cue to guide learning. The rectan-
gle rotated 45◦ so that it was perceptually weighted toward one
side of the screen. This makes the cue much like an arrow, such
that an infant would follow the orientation of the shape down
to the target object. Because of an arrowhead’s symbolic nature,
and the lack of evidence suggesting that infants orient to arbi-
trary symbols (e.g., Varga Jakobsen et al., 2013), we used only
the arrow shaft. We hypothesized that the cue would effectively
orient attention without prior experience because it would reflex-
ively pull attention to the side of the screen toward which the
rectangle rotated. The cue also possessed no human-like charac-
teristics because we speculated that such interesting cues might
attract attention that should be devoted to the to-be-learned
information.
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FIGURE 2 | Example Stimuli. Examples of stimuli for infants in the social and
non-social conditions. Stimuli were in full color against a black background.

We investigated how infants use social and non-social cues
to guide their learning of relevant streams of information in the
presence of irrelevant streams. Specifically, we tested whether
infants can form predictions about how objects behave based on
feature co-occurrences. We selected a visual statistical learning
task because it provided the needed context of two competing,
equally informative and attention-capturing streams of informa-
tion. Within this context, the social or non-social cue emerges
as the only information the infant can use in order to guide her
attention and learning toward one stream of information over the
other. Previous research has demonstrated that infants use social
(head turn with eye gaze) cues to guide attention and learning
in visual statistical learning (Wu et al., 2011); it is not yet clear
whether non-social cues also support attention and learning.

As in Wu et al.’s (2011) experiment (Experiment 4), all infants
saw two different sequences of shapes simultaneously in the
bottom right and left corners of the screen. Half of the infants
were directed to the target sequence by a social cue (a person
turning toward one sequence) and half of the infants were

directed by a non-social cue (a yellow rectangle rotating toward
the target sequence). Each sequence consisted of a set of 3 three-
piece shapes with a statistical regularity: two pieces of each shape
had a high probability of co-occurring (probability = 1.0) and
the other piece had low probability of co-occurring with either
of the other two pieces (probability = 0.33). Infants viewed a
continuous sequence of the shapes, presented in a randomized
order, to provide them with the opportunity to detect the regu-
larities. At test, infants saw events in which pieces split apart
from each other. During a consistent split, the pieces with high
co-occurrence probability split apart from the piece with low
probability. During an inconsistent split, the pieces with high
probability split apart from each other, leaving one piece paired
with the low-probability piece. If infants learned the properties of
the target sequence during the familiarization phase, then they
should display a looking time preference for one of the split-
ting events at test. Wu et al. (2011) found that infants attended
longer to the inconsistent splitting events, and we expected to
replicate this pattern in the social cue condition that was based on
their design. However, any reliable discrimination of the consis-
tent and inconsistent splits indicates that infants learned the
sequences that were presented during familiarization. We used
eye-tracking technology to measure visual attention and gaze
patterns during familiarization and test events.

We predicted that the social cue would not direct atten-
tion toward the target sequence more effectively than the non-
social cue because infants should reflexively orient to direc-
tional motion in both conditions. We also predicted that the
social cue would not result in significantly stronger learning
than the non-social cue because the simplicity of the non-social
cue would not distract attention away from the to-be-learned
information.

If the non-social cue works as well as the social cue, then
this may suggest that a domain general response to directional
motion drives performance in both conditions. If the non-social
cue does not work as well as the social cue, however, then
simple directional motion may not be the starting point for gaze
following.

Materials and Methods

Participants
A total of 55 healthy, full-term infants (28 females) comprised
the final sample: twenty-eight infants (15 female) in the social
condition (mean age = 9 months 21 days; age range = 9 months
5 days to 10 months 5 days) and twenty-seven infants (13 female)
in the non-social condition (mean age = 9 months 19 days; age
range = 9 months 5 days to 10 months 9 days). Thirty of the
infants were Caucasian, 2 were Asian, 1 was American Indian, 15
were mixed race, and race was not reported for 7 infants. Across
these racial groups, 14 were reported to be Hispanic. All of the
mothers had graduated from high school, except one whose high-
est level of education was completion of eighth grade. Seventy
three percent of the mothers had earned at least a bachelor’s
degree. An additional four infants were tested but excluded from
the final sample due to a failure to complete at least three blocks
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of trials. We excluded two infants as outliers due to their mean
preference at test being greater than 2 SDs from the group mean.
Infants were recruited through letters to families in the surround-
ing area and given a toy for participating. The Institutional
Review Board approved the experimental protocol, and informed
consent was obtained from a parent or caregiver of each infant.

Apparatus and Stimuli
Stimuli were presented on a 17-inch Tobii 1750 LCD binocular
eye tracker (1280× 1024 pixels resolution) to record infants’ fixa-
tions during the task. Eye tracking data were collected at a sample
rate of 50 Hz. The average accuracy of the recorded eye coordi-
nates was about 0.5◦, which is approximately 0.5 cm at a viewing
distance of 60 cm. The average accuracy in timing was 25–35 ms.
Drifts are compensated with an average error of 0.5◦. When one
eye could not be measured, data from the other eye were used
to determine the gaze coordinates. Data were filtered using Tobii
fixation filter with a fixation radius of 35 pixels (0.9◦). Missing
data due to blinks (defined as a data loss of 75 ms or less) was
interpolated using the gap fill in algorithm within the Tobii fixa-
tion filter. The recovery time to full tracking ability after an offset
was about 100 ms. Stimuli were displayed using Tobii’s Studio
software (Tobii Technology, Sweden), and sounds were presented
through external speakers.

The shape animations were created withMacromedia Director
MX 2004 and shared byWu and Kirkham (2010). The video clips
were assembled using Final Cut Pro (Apple Inc., Cupertino, CA,
USA).

Shape Stimuli
Two sequences of shapes (Sequence 1 and Sequence 2) cycled
through their patterns in two white boxes in the bottom corners
of a black screen. Each sequence consisted of three patterns of
shapes (Patterns A, B, and C), each pattern consisted of three
shapes, and each shape consisted of three brightly colored pieces.
Within each shape there was a statistical regularity such that two
pieces always co-occurred (100% chance of co-occurrence) and
the third piece changed with the appearance of a new shape in
the pattern (33% chance of co-occurrence with either of the other
two shapes). Thus, infants could generate expectations about the
behavior of the pieces of the shapes. This same regularity was
present in Sequence 1 and Sequence 2, but the combination of
pieces differed (see Figure 1). Each shape appeared at a minimum
of 2.1 × 2.5 cm (subtending 2.01◦ × 2.39◦ visual angle) and grew
to a maximum of 5 cm × 6.6 cm (subtending 4.77◦ × 6.30◦ visual
angle) before the next shape appeared. The presentation order
of shape combinations was randomized across participants, and
shapes were always presented in the same orientation.

Cue Stimuli
The stimuli and timing for the social condition were nearly
identical to those used by Wu et al. (2011). All stimuli
were against a black background. For the familiarization trials,
infants were presented with a centrally located video of a
Caucasian woman with a local American accent who looked
straight ahead, said “Hi baby! Look at this!,” and then turned
her head to look toward one of two empty white boxes at

the bottom corners of the screen. The side was counterbal-
anced between participants, such that the cue turned either
to the left or right corner of the screen. The woman wore
her hair in a ponytail and a black drape covered her shoul-
ders. Thus, only her head was visible against the black back-
ground (see Figure 2). Once the head turn was complete, the
pattern sequences began (described in the previous section;
see Figure 1) in each of the white boxes. The sequence that
was gazed upon by the woman will be referred to as the
target sequence, and the sequence that was not cued will be
referred to as the distractor sequence. For half of the partici-
pants, Sequence 1 was the target sequence and Sequence 2 the
distractor, and vice versa for the other half. After the sequences
ended, the woman turned her head back toward the center
and the trial ended. Therefore, the woman was present for
3 s prior to the start of the sequences and 2 s after the end
of the sequences. Each familiarization trial lasted 11 s. The
11.8 cm × 9.8 cm social cue subtended 11.23◦ × 9.34◦ visual
angle.

The timing and location for the non-social condition were
similar to those in the social condition, but the woman was
replaced with a solid yellow rectangle (8.5 × 1.5 cm, subtending
8.10◦ × 1.43◦ visual angle) that remained upright and station-
ary for 3 s while music played (in place of “Hi baby! Look at
this!”), and then turned 45◦ toward the target (see Figure 2).
The shape sequence animations then began playing. After the
sequences finished, the rectangle turned 45◦ back to the original
position.

Test Stimuli
The test trial stimuli were identical to those used by Wu et al.
(2011). For the test trials (used in both conditions) there were
once again two white boxes located at the bottom corners of the
screen. Each box contained a different type of split. On one side,
the pieces split apart in a consistent manner (in accordance with
the statistical regularity presented in the target sequence), such
that the pieces with a 100% co-occurrence remained together and
the piece that changed broke from those two at a 45, 180, or 270◦
angle (relative to the vertical). On the other side of the screen,
the pieces split apart in an inconsistent manner (in violation of
the statistical regularity presented in the target sequence), such
that the pieces with a 100% co-occurrence split apart from each
other where one piece remained with the piece with which it had
a 33% co-occurrence and the other piece broke from those two.
Each cluster of shapes appeared at a minimum of 2.5 cm× 2.9 cm
(subtending 2.39◦ × 2.77◦ visual angle) and grew to a maxi-
mum of 6.5 cm × 7.3 cm (subtending 6.20◦ × 6.96◦ visual angle)
before the pieces split from each other. Note here that a split
consistent with the target sequence was inconsistent with the
distractor sequence, and vice versa (see Figure 1). Three splits
were presented per trial (one per pattern) with each split last-
ing 3.5 s. Each test trial, therefore, lasted 10.5 s. The locations
of the splits during test were counterbalanced between infants
such that an inconsistent (or consistent) split could be on either
the right or left side of the screen. Finally, the shapes in the
splits were presented in four counterbalanced orders for each
infant.
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Procedure
Infants sat in their caregiver’s lap 60 cm from the eye-tracker
monitor in a small, quiet, dark room. The caregivers were
instructed to refrain from interacting with their infants during
the experiment. The experiment began with a five-point calibra-
tion routine. There were then four blocks of trials with each block
consisting of six familiarization trials (two per shape pattern,
where each pattern consisted of three shape combinations) and
two test trials (each consisting of three splits—one per shape
pattern). The familiarization trials were always presented in the
same order within a participant. There were four different combi-
nations of test trials within a participant, and two were presented
during each block. Therefore, Blocks 3 and 4 are repeats of Blocks
1 and 2. An attention getter (a stuffed animal holding balloons)
played between each familiarization and test trial for up to 6 s.

Data Preparation
Areas of interest (AOIs) were created using Tobii’s Studio analy-
sis software to calculate total looking time to each object on the
screen. For familiarization trials, the AOIs were the cue (social
or non-social), target sequence, and distractor sequence. For test
trials, the AOIs were the box including the consistent splitting
events and the box including the inconsistent splitting events. To
measure learning, we calculated proportional difference scores
(DSs) by subtracting the duration of looking at inconsistent splits
from the duration of looking at consistent splits and then divid-
ing that value by the total time spent looking at either split. If
the infant did not fixate any of the AOIs during a trial (i.e., total
looking time for the trial equaled 0 s), then that trial was removed
from the analysis.

Results

Familiarization Phase
For the familiarization phase, average looking time (in seconds)
was entered into a repeated-measures ANOVA with one
within-subjects factor: AOI (cue, target sequence, or distractor
sequence); and one between-subjects factor: condition (social or
non-social). The analysis revealed no significant main effect of
condition, F < 1. Infants in the social condition and non-social
condition did not differ in the average amount of time they looked
at the screen. There was, however, a significant main effect of
AOI, F(2,106) = 19.90, p < 0.001, η2

p = 0.27. There was also
a significant AOI by condition interaction, F(2,106) = 33.58,
p < 0.001, η2

p = 0.39.
Because of the significant AOI by condition interaction,

simple effects were investigated by performing a separate inde-
pendent samples t-test for each AOI. The average times that
infants looked to each AOI is shown in Figure 3. Infants spent
a significantly greater amount of time looking at the cue in the
social condition (M = 11.88 s, SE = 0.72) than the non-social
condition (M = 4.80 s, SE = 0.60), t(53) = 7.57, p < 0.001,
d = 2.08. This indicates that the social cue was more interest-
ing to visually explore than the non-social cue. Infants spent
significantly less time looking at the target sequence in the social
condition (M = 9.54 s, SE = 0.54) than the non-social condition

FIGURE 3 | Average looking time during the familiarization phase for
each condition. Error bars represent SEs.

(M = 12.19 s, SE = 0.81), t(53) = −2.75, p < 0.01, d = 0.76.
Infants also spent less time looking at the distractor sequence in
the social condition (M = 4.43 s, SE = 0.52) than the non-social
condition (M = 8.08 s, SE = 0.62), t(53) = −4.54, p < 0.001,
d = 1.25. This indicates that infants spent a greater amount of
time visually exploring both sequences in the non-social condi-
tion than the social condition.

Because infants in the social condition spent such a large
portion of their total looking time looking at the cue (47%)
in comparison to infants in the non-social condition (19%),
comparing the mean looking time to target and distractor is not
very informative. We can better understand how effectively atten-
tion was directed to the target sequence by comparing the propor-
tional DSs (calculated by subtracting the total amount of time
spent looking at the distractor sequence from the total amount of
time spent looking at the target sequence and then dividing that
value by the total time spent looking at either sequence) for each
condition. Therefore, we performed an independent samples
t-test to compare the DS during familiarization in the social
and non-social conditions. The DS gives us a measure of how
much more the infants are looking to the target than the distrac-
tor sequence. The average DS for infants in the social condition
(M = 0.38, SE = 0.06) was significantly greater than the average
DS for infants in the non-social condition (M = 0.19, SE = 0.06;
t(53) = 2.41, p < 0.02, d = 0.66), indicating that the social cue
more effectively directed attention toward the target sequence in
comparison to the non-social cue. We also compared the DSs
to chance (where the chance DS would be zero) in both condi-
tions in order to determine if infants spent a greater proportion
of time visually exploring the target sequence than the distractor
sequence during familiarization in both conditions. A significant
preference for the target sequence was found in both the social
and non-social conditions, t(27) = 6.33, p < 0.01, d = 1.19 and
t(26) = 3.12, p = 0.01, d = 0.76, respectively. Therefore, we
can conclude that both the social and non-social cues effectively
directed attention toward the target and away from the distractor
sequence.
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Test Phase
To examine infants’ learning, we calculated a proportional look-
ing time DS, defined as looking time to the consistent split minus
looking time to the inconsistent split divided by the total time
spent looking at either split. We examined whether infants’ DS
differed across block, if the preference differed by condition, and
finally if the preference differed based on congruency of famil-
iarization and test locations (see Table 1 for average DSs across
block and condition). Therefore, we entered the DS at test into
a repeated-measures ANOVA with one within-subjects factor:
block (1, 2, 3, or 4) and two between-subjects factors: condi-
tion (social or non-social) and congruency (location of target
sequence and test events; congruent, incongruent). The analysis
revealed no significant main effect of condition, F < 1, no signif-
icant main effect of congruency, F < 1, no significant main effect
of block, F(3,111) = 1.11, p = 0.35, η2

p = 0.03, no significant
condition by congruency interaction, F < 1, no significant block
by condition interaction F(3,111) = 1.73, p = 0.17, η2

p = 0.05,
no significant block by congruency interaction, F(3,111) = 1.33,
p = 0.27, η2

p = 0.04, and no significant block by condition by
congruency interaction, F(3,111)= 1.32, p= 0.27, η2

p = 0.04. The
absence of a main effect of condition suggests that the strength of
learning did not differ in the social and non-social conditions.
The absence of a main effect of block suggests that the overall
strength of learning did not differ across the experiment, and the
absence of a block by condition interaction suggests that this was
the case for both conditions.

If infants show a significant preference for one type of split
(consistent or inconsistent) over the other type, we can then
conclude that they learned the co-occurrences present in the
shape sequences. To determine if there was a significant learn-
ing effect, we performed a one-sample t-test on the average DSs
at test. Because no effect of condition was found in the previous
analysis, the average DS across conditions was used (M = 0.08,
SE = 0.03). When we compared the DS to chance (where the
chance DS would be zero, indicating that the infants looked at
both sequences for an equal amount of time), we found a signif-
icant preference for consistent splitting events, t(54) = 2.27,
p = 0.03, d = 0.31. Therefore, we can conclude that infants
learned the statistical regularity presented to them.

Exploratory Analysis
No effect of condition was found during the test trials, but
in order to better characterize the similarities and differences
between the social and non-social conditions, the data will be

TABLE 1 | Difference score (DS) during test phase.

Condition Block 1 DS Block 2 DS Block 3 DS Block 4 DS Average DS

Non-social −0.02 (0.07) 0.08 (0.08) 0.01 (0.08) 0.25 (0.07) 0.06 (0.06)

Social 0.07 (0.04) 0.12 (0.06) 0.08 (0.08) 0.08 (0.05) 0.09 (0.04)

Data are reported as mean (SE). The DS was calculated by subtracting the total
amount of time spent looking at the inconsistent events from the total amount of
time spent looking at the consistent events and dividing that value by the total
time spent looking at either event. A negative score indicates a preference for
inconsistent events, and a positive score indicates a preference for consistent
events.

FIGURE 4 | Average difference score (DS) across the experiment for all
infants.

described in more detail here. A scatterplot of the average DSs
by condition can be found in Figure 4. As previously mentioned,
a preference for either consistent or inconsistent splits can be
considered evidence of learning in this paradigm because either
preference suggests that infants are able to differentiate the two
types of splits (see Hunter and Ames, 1988). Because some
infants prefer consistent sequences and some prefer inconsistent
sequences in both conditions, we categorized infants as learners
and non-learners (regardless of their preference) to better repre-
sent performance (see Figure 4). We calculated the mean of the
absolute value of the significant DS found in Wu et al. (2011;
−0.09) with the absolute value of the significant DS found in the
current experiment (0.08) to determine a threshold for learning.
The absolute value of each infant’s averageDS was then compared
to the threshold. Infants with a score greater than or equal to
0.09 were classified as learners. Infants with a score less than
0.09 were classified as non-learners. Using this criterion for learn-
ing, 16 of 28 infants in the social condition can be categorized
as learners, and 23 out of 27 infants in the non-social condition
can be categorized as learners. We performed a chi square test
of homogeneity on these frequencies. The results suggest that the
proportion of infants who learned in the social condition differs
from the proportion of infants who learned in the non-social
condition, χ2(1, N = 55) = 6.98, p < 0.01. More infants learned
in the non-social condition than the social condition. Because of
the exploratory nature of this analysis, the result should be taken
with caution. Regardless, this additional analysis does further
support our finding that a social cue does not work better than
a non-social cue.

Discussion

The results of this study suggest that although attention is more
strongly directed by a social cue than a non-social cue, there is no
significant advantage of using a social cue to guide learning in 9-
month-old infants. The lack of a significant difference between
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the strength of learning in the social and non-social condi-
tions provides support for a domain general learning mechanism.
This is the first study, to our knowledge, that shows comparable
learning from a social and non-social cue when learning visual
statistical regularities in the environment.

The allocation of attention during familiarization differs based
on the type of cue used to direct attention. In the present experi-
ment, infants in the social condition spent a greater proportion
of time looking at the target sequence in comparison to the
distractor sequence than infants in the non-social condition.
This indicates that the infants were more strongly directed by
a social cue than a non-social cue during familiarization. One
could conjecture that since infants are more strongly directed by
a person than a moving rectangle, people are inherently better
attention-directing cues. However, this could be driven purely
by familiarity. Nine-month-old infants have had extensive expe-
rience attending to social cues, such as faces, to guide attention
outside of the laboratory. The familiarity of using faces to guide
attention could account for why infants in the social condition
were more strongly directed to the target sequence (in compar-
ison to the distractor sequence) than infants in the non-social
condition.

A domain-general attention mechanism driven by familiarity
and perceptual saliency could account for why the differing allo-
cation of attention by condition during familiarization resulted
in similar learning in both conditions. There appears to be no
learning advantage to being more strongly directed to the target
sequence or exploring the target sequence for a longer amount
of time, so perhaps some threshold exists that infants have to
reach in order for learning to occur. If true, then it should make
no difference that the presence of a face draws attention to itself
as long as the face still directs attention to the to-be-learned
information for enough time. The infants look to the screen for
a comparable amount of time in both conditions, so the most
salient object on the screen could simply drive the allocation of
attention. For the social condition, the face (not surprisingly)
attracts the most visual attention. Faces are highly salient to
infants; they prefer to look at faces over other objects (Johnson
et al., 1991). For the non-social condition, the target sequence
attracts the most visual attention. Infants reflexively orient to this
sequence, and because it is more interesting than the orienting
rectangle itself, infants spend the majority of their time visu-
ally exploring it. Therefore, simple domain-general perceptual
saliency and familiarity, rather than the meaning of the stimuli,
likely drives attention in the same manner in both conditions
during familiarization.

Continuing with the idea of a domain-general attention
mechanism, we propose that the current non-social cue was
successful at orienting attention because, while novel, it possessed
no complex or human-like characteristics. This allows infants to
utilize the cue’s directional motion to direct attention. Our non-
social cue did not have to be learned before it could be used (i.e.,
we did not have to teach infants how to use the cue); therefore, the
lack of salient characteristics appears to be beneficial for infants.
Basic attentional processes could explain why our non-social cue
allowed learning to occur, while others in the past have failed.
Early in infancy, exogenous attention drives where infants attend,

while bottom–up mechanisms result in reflexive orienting to
salient stimuli (Colombo, 2001). Therefore, during the first year,
any object that is perceptually weighted in one direction should
allow for infants to exogenously orient toward the weighted
direction. Endogenous (voluntary) orienting is supported by the
frontal cortex and emerges later in the first year of life. Therefore,
a non-social directing cue that is both perceptually weighted in
one direction and perceptually interesting itself (like those used in
previous experiments; O’Connell et al., 2009; Wahl et al., 2012),
will likely direct attention exogenously initially but an infant
nearing her first birthday will be able to endogenously orient her
attention to the directing cue itself to explore its salient character-
istics. Because of this, a non-social directing cue that is perceptu-
ally weighted in one direction but largely uninteresting itself, such
as the one used in this study, should effectively orient attention
and allow for learning to occur. There are a number of factors that
likely contributed to why this non-social cue supported learning.
We proposed that it is because it is a bright color (so that it is
easily detectable), but not distracting. The motion, color, bright-
ness, and contrast with the background all could have contributed
to the effectiveness of the cue. The exact mechanism cannot be
determined from this experiment. However, the evidence from
the present study suggests that learning was as effective from this
simple (but bright) cue as from a complex social cue with many
other salient features (i.e., eyes, facial features, hair).

The explanation we have provided for the effectiveness of non-
social cues may seem to predict that learning should not occur
in the presence of a salient face because faces draw attention
to themselves. However, faces have other features that support
infants’ use of them as attentional and learning cues. One major
feature is familiarity; because infants have extensive experience
with faces, they may gather enough experience to learn how
to learn from faces early in development. Thus, even when
presented with novel faces in novel (lab) settings, they take advan-
tage of social cues. The lack of experience with learning from non-
social cues outside of the lab could make this process work slightly
differently for familiar social cues and non-social cues. However,
with development and additional experience interacting with the
world, infants, and children should become more adept at using
non-social cues to direct attention and learning (e.g., Kanda et al.,
2004; Yoshida, 2012). Future studies should vary the characteris-
tics of non-social cues at different ages to better determine which
characteristics facilitate learning and which complicate learning
throughout the lifespan.

Why can infants learn equally well from a social and non-
social cue? If we consider a basic attention explanation of gaze
following, then the results are not surprising. Triesch et al. (2006)
proposed that infants’ attraction to faces, coupled with a tendency
to shift gaze in response to directional motion (see Farroni et al.,
2000), allows for infants to essentially look at the object at which
an adult looks. With repeated exposure to faces directing atten-
tion, infants’ ability to learn from faces (a highly salient cue) likely
improves. When infants are shown an uninteresting, non-social,
non-human cue with directional motion, they are able to look at
the object at which that non-social cue points. When the direct-
ing cue is not particularly interesting to visually explore, learning
how to learn from the cue is not a necessity. Therefore, when we
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remove all of the salient features of a cue (whether social or non-
social), it is still as effective as a human face (a cue that infants use
regularly).

Finally, the current results revealed a preference for consistent
splits, rather than the splitting events that violated their
expectations about the shape probabilities. They preferred
to look at the events consistent with what they learned,
displaying a familiarity preference. The familiarity preference
has been suggested to indicate less advanced processing than
the preference for events that violate an expectation (Hunter
and Ames, 1988; Houston-Price and Nakai, 2004). In habitua-
tion paradigms, for example, infants typically show a familiarity
preference early in the experiment and then with additional
exposure, show a novelty preference. The consistency preference
we found differs from the inconsistency preference seen by Wu
et al. (2011). However, Fiser and Aslin (2002) found a familiar-
ity preference for co-occurring shapes in their visual statistical
learning experiment. Furthermore, it is important to note that
a preference for either the consistent or the inconsistent splits
indicates successful learning (Roder et al., 2000; Houston-Price
and Nakai, 2004). Minor differences in the social cues used across
experiments could have led to the consistency preference in the
present experiment versus the inconsistency preference found
by Wu et al. (2011). For example, the video of the social cue
was slightly smaller than the shape sequences in the current
experiment, whereas the video was the same size as the shape
sequences in the Wu et al. (2011) experiment.

While we are beginning to understand the characteristics of
social cues that affect gaze following in nine-month-old infants
(e.g., eye contact, the familiarity of the person; Senju and Csibra,
2008; Gredebäck et al., 2010), we know very little about the char-
acteristics of social cues that affect learning. Further, although
gaze following and learning may be directly related in some
circumstances, the results of the current study suggests that
stronger gaze following does not directly relate to stronger

learning. Future studies should manipulate the features of social
cues to better understand how specific features enhance or
impede learning.

Additionally, gaze cues are just one of many social cues that
infants encounter. Although it is particularly informative to
understand the basic perceptual driving force behind gaze follow-
ing because of its early emergence in infancy, more research is
necessary to understand how experience and cognitive abilities
interact to allow for a developing child to take advantage of the
abundance of social cues (e.g., gestures, head turns, eye gaze,
points) in her environment.

Conclusion

We found that a cue does not have to be social in order to
direct infants’ attention and learning. A perceptually uninter-
esting, non-social cue is just as effective as a human face when
guiding learning of a visual statistical regularity. Social cues may
be more effective than non-social cues when directing attention
during familiarization, but this differing allocation of attention
does not appear to affect learning. The saliency of a human face
paired with the familiarity of using people to guide learning likely
underlies the performance differences seen during familiariza-
tion. Domain general attention orienting likely allows for similar
performance at test.
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